
Do you live with another human? Congratulations! You are in a relationship

with them! By now you have had a lot of relationships already in your lives and

you’re probably already a relationship expert but how often do you think about

what makes a relationship good, healthy, and fun or negative and hurtful?

Space boundaries express our comfort limits

with sharing our space.

Touch boundaries express our comfort limits

with touching and physical closeness.  

Talk boundaries express our comfort limits

with verbal comments.

 
So how do you know where your

boundaries are?  Usually you

feel your INTUITION telling you

something is wrong. That is the

word to describe those

uncomfortable FEELINGS we

get in our body that lets us know

something is wrong and

someone has crossed into or

“invaded” our personal

boundary. 

SADI Grade 6 Worksheet

We need to understand our own
boundaries in relationships and better
understand how WE communicate and
uphold these limits in a HEALTHY way” 
So if I have butterflies in my stomach,
can you tell? No! You have to tell
someone! Communicate!

PASSIVE: 

I am being passive when

I hold in feelings. I have

learned that my

feelings are not okay so I

try to hide them. 

I am passive because I

am afraid of my feelings.

AGGRESSIVE: I am being agressive when I try

to hurt another person on purpose. I have

learned that my feelings are not okay so I take

them out on someone else. I am aggressive

because I am uncomfortable with my feelings.

ASSERTIVE: I am

assertive and I accept

my feelings because

they are an important. I

express my feelings in a

healthy way.  I have

learned that my feelings

are okay.

S E X U A L  A S S A U L T  D I S C U S S I O N  I N I T I A T I V E

Healthy Happy Relationships

How many

relationships 

are you in?

I love BIGhugs fromeveryone!

I only like 
hugs from 
people I know

Types of Boundaries

 

No matter what type of relationship you

are in, it is important to understand your

own personal boundaries.
Friends

Parents

Siblings

Guardians

Elders

Other

Passive and aggressive communication are not healthy because they harm yourself or another person

Types of communication: 

Assertive
communication is

the best
communication!

 
For more great information and fun videos visit: 

https://survivors-hope.ca/grade6/



Media Literacy
Media literacy is about knowing how to understand

all kinds of media –images, advertisements, etc. It’s

being aware of all the messages we are receiving.

Be a good bystander!

Five key questions: 

Q: How many ads do you see 

every day? 

 

A: On average 1 person will see over

1000 ads per day! From Youtube, to

magazines, to commercials. Thats a lot

of messages to think about!

To understand how media shapes the
way we feel about ourselves, about
our bodies and about how we treat
others we can ask 5 key questions

Who created this message?

What creative techniques have they 

used to get my attention?

 
How do I feel about this message and 

what might other people think and feel 

about this message?

What values and beliefs are presented

or left out of this message? 

Why is this message being sent?

Bullying looks like:

Bullying can happen to anyone, anywhere.

Even the people we love and trust can

sometimes become a bully. When we know

what bullying looks like, we can recognize

it as it happens.  It is up to each person to

stand up and take responsibility for

bullying in school and in the community.

 

Repeated: Bullies hurt the same

people more than once.

 

Deliberate: Bullies hurt people on

purpose.

 

Power Imbalance: Bullies target

someone with less power.  They

might target someone smaller, or

someone with less friends, or

anything than makes them feel more

powerful. 

 

 

What can you do? Tell someone!
If you think someone is facing bullying, do something.  Let the

people around you know that you won’t support their bullying

actions, that you will in fact support victims of bullying.  Get the

help of an adult you trust.


